and runtime checking. Java[5] is an example of such proThis paper presents an invariant-based generic tool to stat-gramming laJ%Uage, which is strongly typed with extensive ically analyze java progmms in to detect potential and sophisticated runtime checking mechanism in the form errors (bugs). We briefly discuss the supporting theoretical Of runtime exceptions. framework and highlight the results of the tool. It can auHowever, even the most sophisticated compilers have a tomatically detect bugs such as illegal dereference limited ability to detect potential code errors. This is due and array bounds and report them before the progmm is ez-t o certain time, resources and performance constraints that ecuted. For a Java class, invariants related to the category limit the amount Of cheCkZ that compilers Can Perform. of error under examination are automatically genemted and Still errors Such as illegal dereference, violation of array used to assess the validity of variable usage in the imple-bounds etc, cause interruption of Program execution and mentation of this class. The tool provides a pmctical and cannot be caught by any compiler. Most Of these kinds of extensible generic mechanism for error detection to help in-errors are Usually caught during runtime. But catching an dustry practitioners who work with an object oriented lan-error at runtime offers little on no advantage at all. guage such as Java. The presented mechanism is capable of Traditionally static analysis has been based on control addressing error detection for a variety of error categories flow based techniques. Such techniques do provide some that con n o t be caught by pow-based limited capabilities in catching errors but since they do not use any reasoning in the processing of source code, often enough generate false positives, or miss errors altogether.
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0-7695-0918-5/00 $10.00 Q Zoo0 IEEE Java language has been selected as the target language in our research, because it is quickly becoming one of the most widely used programming languages in software industry and it is more manageable than C and C++, since the semantics of its control flow is simpler without the goto statement and no pointer arithmetic is allowed. This fact makes alias tracing feasible. Our framework consists of the following components:
Generic analysis It provides the analysis framework for a variety of error categories. It is extensible and customizable Specialized analysis. It specializes the behavior of some of the steps defined in the generic mechanism. Currently, specialized algorithms are provided for null pointer and array bounds analysis Our analysis is targeting a variety of errors that include illegal dereference, array bounds violations, illegal downcasting and string index out of bounds. Initializations of pointers, proper handling of them, and proper indexing of arrays are very important issues in order to avoid unexpected and embarrassing program crashes. The common steps in the detection process for these errors has been c a p tured in our generic analysis framework, while certain key behaviors that differ from error to error have been captured into specific customized algorithms that take into account the idiosyncratic behavior of each construct i.e. pointer and array. The key advantages and characteristics of our approach could be summarized as follows:
Effectiveness. Our approach is capable of detecting errors which can not be detected by flow based approaches:
Detection of errors only within the feasible paths of program execution. If an error occurs within an unexecutable path, it is not reported Identification of errors that are parts of conditions. Variable dereferences and array accesses could be found in conditions and such errors are detected Guarded use of variables which may cause errors are not reported. If an illegal dereference or an array access is guarded by the appropriate condition, false positive responses are not generated
Extensibility. The design of our solution guarantees the extensibility of the approach. A common core of actions in order to determine the appropriate kind of invariant for a variety of errors bas been captured.
Extensive use of strategy and template design patterns, enables many specialized components to s u p port the invariant determination and check violation algorithms. Because of the flexibility gained by the applications of design patterns, customizable compcnents and/or algorithms can be easily added to the framework to check for more error categories Generic detection mechanism. The approach is both specific enough to detect errors deterministically and generic enough to provide an efficient and effective framework for a variety of error categories Complete automation. No effort is needed from the software practitioner. The entire process of analyzing the source code and reporting potential violations is fully automatic. Complete Java coverage. Neither syntax nor semantic restrictions has been imposed on the original language.
The detection mechanism of our approach has certain limitations, mainly related to the intractability of theorem proving process. We cannot guarantee absolute success in finding all the code anomalies even for the restricted types of analysis discussed earlier. Our goal is not to find all errors rather to find the majority of them in a fully automatic and transparent to the developer way.
A fully functional prototype tool that implements the algorithms and demonstrates the feasibility and effectiveness of our approach has been developed. We used the tool to run an extensive number of test cases for both types of specialized analysis (null pointer and array bounds) and the results were very encouraging. Our approach did effectively detect the majority of program anomalies in the test cases.
Motivating examples
Java programs heavily depend on the use of reference variables. Such variables need always to point to valid memory locations otherwise any attempt to dereference them will lead to null pointer exception. There are many reasons that may cause a pointer to point to null. For example they may have never been initialized to anything, or may become accidentally null in the course of program's execution etc. Let us consider the following example where a Java class contains a few strings some of which are initialized and some others are not: 
42.)
Notice that in method aMethod string s3 is initialized only under some condition. If this condition, for some reason, is never met, then the subsequent dereference will cause a null pointer exception. In method bMethod the string s2 becomes null just before the dereference, in the second i f statement. But since, the condition y < 2 will never be satisfied, (it is an unexecutable path), in fact there should be no potential violation there. Finally in method cMethod the variable s3 is dereferenced in the if statement condition. String s3 has never been properly initialized and will cause again a runtime exception. 
4.
5. public void sort(intC1 arr) {
.
System.out.println("Sorting array vith +
7.
int i = arr.length;
8.
while (i > 0) I Notice that the programmer does not initialize the while loop control variable i in line 7 properly. Programmer failed to set the index i to the appropriate initial value of arr.length -1. It is a kind of mistake, which can occur very often in every day software development. Of course at runtime, it will lead to an array index out of bounds exception and will cause abnormal termination of program's execution. specifications related to the kind of error under detection directly from the source code.
Determining a class invariant regarding specific properties involves the construction of a candidate invariant and subsequent checking to determine whether or not satisfies the requirements to be an invariant. In order for a condition to be part of the invariant it must be true for all non-transient states of the instances of a class. The fundamental design assumption for the invariant determination algorithm is that it has to be generic enough to allow generation of invariants related to different categories of error. The input to the algorithm is a Java class and the output is an invariant property (predicate), about this Java class. The invariant determination process is made up of the following phases:
Construction. Given a Java class, its appropriate fields (reference types, array variables, etc) are read in, both static and non-static, and a candidate invariant is formed. Break down. The formed invariant is broken down into two predicates: one that expresses a condition regarding static variables only and one about all the class level variables. Invariant is broken down into two sets in order to examine separately the properties that do not depend on the instantiation of the Java class from the ones that do. Mutation. The invariant is mutated in a number of different forms. The goal is to provide an array of weaker predicates and store them in order of strength starting from the strongest one (the predicate itself unchanged) going to weaker ones until the predicate cannot be mutated anymore and its weakest mutated form is the predicate true. VeriBcation. Each of the mutated predicates is examined separately and if it fulfills the requirements of an invariant, is added to the invariant of the class. An invariant property has to be ensured by construction blocks (in,itialization blocks and constructors) and preserved by each non-private method.
For example, for a reference variable var, the predicate that will be examined could be war! = null. If it does not qualify as an invariant, the mutation process returns just true. Let us assume, we have a variable of array type myArr with size aSize where aSize is some integer or a variable of type integer and we try to detect any array index out of bounds violation. A candidate invariant could be the predicate: myArr.length 2 size. If this predicate cannot be proved to be an invariant, then we can always lower the value of the size. This process is deterministic because there is always a lower bound which is the number 0.
Specialized algorithms for construction and mutation proacesses have been developed that take into account the different idiosyncratic properties of each category. These include the construction of predicates i.e. different predicates are formed for null pointer and array bounds analysis.
The check violation algorithm checks the usage of each relevant variable to detect any potential violations. In order to do that we provide an algorithm that scans though the implementation of the class, locates all the relevant variables and forms the appropriate verification conditions. This is shown in a general form below: 
T h e specialized analysis
Null pointer information is essential to knowing the state of the pointer at an arbitrary point in a program for conducting other analyses (array index out of bounds, class cast exception). Software engineering techniques such as program slicing need null pointer analysis as well. In null pointer analysis, predicates which are parts of the invariant will have to be in the form:
where var is a reference variable of the Java class. A specialized algorithm will attempt to construct an invariant concerning the class level reference variables in the class. The rest of the specialized algorithms will eventually determine an invariant regarding the instance variables of the class.
The check violation process needs to establish what variables need to be checked. In other words, we need a collection of the variables that are dereferenced at any given point in the source code. Another specialized algorithm searches through each single statement and identifies which variables need to be checked. As soon as the verification conditions are generated, they are forwarded to the theorem prover. If the verification condition gets discharged, then the usage of the particular variable is safe. If it is not, then we may have found a potential violation.
The array index checking process involves the creation
The specialized algorithm that constructs the candidate of the proper candidate invariant. In this case we are inter-invariants will process the class level variables, it will select ested in a predicate regarding the size of the array that can the ones of reference type and distinguish any static ones be used as invariant. For array arr with length arr.length for the static candidate invariant[lO, 17. The output will and initial size size, the algorithms attempt to formulate a be: a) for the candidate static invariant {str! = null} and predicate in the form: b) for the candidate instance invariant {str! = null, SI! = null,s2! = null,s3! = null}. The set representation arr.length 2 size for each predicate means the lodcal coniunction of the The process of determining size requires a specialized algorithm that will symbolically execute the init blocks and the constructors to determine an initial size for the array. This initial size will be used to form the candidate invariant for this array, which will be verified against init blocks, constructors and public methods in the given class. An array can be initialized either via an AnnyInitializer expression, which specifies the size of the array or via aliasing a previously initialized array. The semantics of array initialization are captured in our approach by three rules. Using these rules we cannot only determine an initial size but also we can monitor the various changes of the size of a given array that occur throughout the entire code. Let us assume that arr and b r r are two arrays and size is an integer variable, then: arr = {el, e*, . . . 
Error detection
In the examples presented in section two, the analysis process will start with the algorithm that determines the class invariant will accept as input the Java class AClass. Let us assume that we are about to analyze the class for potential illegal dereferences. The first step in the algcrithm involves the construction of two sets of predicates representing the candidate static and instance invariants involving the reference variables namely: str, SI, s2, s3.
predicates-members of the sets. -Each one of the above sets will be broken down to a number of combinations, forming several different predicates, which will be tried to verify whether they fulfill the requirements to be part of the class invariant. The task of checking that is accomplished by two similar algorithms: IsStaticlnuariant and Islnuariant. The first one will verify that str! = null is indeed an invariant property regarding the static variables of the class. The output of the Islnstancelnuariant will be {str! = null, SI! = null, s2! = null}.
Notice that even though 93 is initialized in one of the possible paths of execution of method aMethod (line 16.). this fact alone is not enough to make this predicate part of the invariant of the class. Also, notice that the reasoning power of our approach successfully recognizes that the nullification of variable 92 in method bMethod (line 29.) does not affect its proper initialization, because it becomes null in an unexecutable path. The conditions z > y and y < z are contradictory. This is one of the results that flow based approaches cannot achieve, due to the lack of reasoning power.
The invariant that will result from the invariant determination process will be : {str! = null,sl! = null,s2! = null}. Having this predicate representing the invariant property, the checking violation process can begin. In each line of class's implementation, the variables of interest (i.e. reference variables) will be selected and the appropriate verification conditions will be formed. Then, given the class invariant, a weakest precondition calculation process will start from that point backwards to establish that the invariant property is enough to support the truth of the verification condition at that line of the code. For example, the safety of the variable dereference for s3 in line 21.. will require the proof of the following verification condition: s3! = null. Given as a premise the invariant of class and the statements preceding the one in line 21, this condition cannot be proved by the theorem prover. Thus there is a good possibility that this particular dereference might lead to a runtime exception. The output of the tool is shown below:
Potential Null Pointer Violations
The static invariant far class:
AClass is : str != null
The invariant for the same class is: str != null kk si != null kk s2 != null In the second example the bubble sort algorithm fails to properly initialize one of the two loop control variables (i.e. i) in line 7. This will result in an array index out of bounds few lines later (line 11) when the index j + l will go beyond the array index limit. The verification condition for the array access expression in line 11 will be j + 1 < arr.length.
In one of the paths of execution, the conditions in order to reach the array access in line 11 form the following predicate: a . > 0 j < i + j + 1 < arr.1ength. The appropriate weakest precondition calculation with the textual substitution (61 will lead to the following condition: 0 < arr.length 1 < a r r h g t h which clearly is false and a potential violation has just been found.
Potential Array Bounds Violations The static invariant for class:
BubbleSort is : true The invariant for the same class is:
arr.length >= 10 Violation for variable: arr at:
For any kind of potential error they we are trying to detect (null pointer, array bounds, etc), our approach is effective in reducing the number of spurious errors (false positives). The effectiveness of the detection mechanism is influenced by the capability of the theorem prover. The theorem prover may fail to prove certain candidate theorems which actually hold, due a number of reasons related to the limitations of the automatic proving process. This will result in either an invariant failed to be proved during the generation of invariants or an error being signaled during error detection process, which it is not actual error. In essence, we have moved as much as possible the burden from the theorem proving by extensively analyzing the source code and transform it into a much simpler representation [l'l] . Overall, we obtained less that 5% false positive results on the extensive set of test cases that we run our prototype.
Consider the lines 2629 in AClass example in section two. It shows a scenario with a high potential to lead to false positive results. In method bmethod the string 92 becomes null just before the dereference, in the second if statement. But since, the condition y <' z will never be satisfied, (it is an unexecutable path), the tool will not produce a warning message. In other words, the tool is smart enough to identify and ignore potential violation in unexecutable paths.
Experiments
We assess the capabilities of our approach by exposing it to a number of small programs that provide clear evidence that it substantially improves software practitioner productivity and can serve as a vehicle for further research in the area. Our first goal was to demonstrate the feasibility of the approach. Small-scale projects have been tried and the results have been evaluated. Our research effort is experimental in nature. Its success can be judged through experiments rather than theoretical proofs and analyses. The experimental prototype allows us to gain insight, discover obstacles and limitations of our techniques. We use the feedback given by the tool to refine and enhance our approach. The assessment phase is based on the following steps:
Design a method to gain data and eliminate any bias. Measure the frequency of different kinds of errors in the programs. Gain evidence in a controlled environment that our technique finds the majority of those errors.
We have developed a classification scheme for the different causes of errors in both kinds of specialized analysis discussed in this paper. For each kind of anomaly we analyzed and enumerated the causes and the scenarios under which a violation will occur in the program. Prior to any testing all test cases were successfully compiled to ensure syntactic correctness of the code.
For each of the classified cases we performed complete set of permutations under different scenarios to measure the effectiveness of the approach. Our sample consists of about 200 Java classes from projects developed both in classroom environment and in the inustry setting. Test cases for a predefined confidence level were generated, using templates and applied to each mutated version. The generation of new mutated versions of the program was repeated, with different faults under different contexts until enough samples were collected to evaluate the prototype performance in a meaningful way. A detailed chart which presents the
Figure 1. Metrics from test cases
performance of the tool under the different cases and scenarios is shown in Fig. 1 . In most of the cases that our tool failed to indicate an error, the problem was isolated in the intractability of the proving process. Currently the experiments are based on intra class, intra method scenarios.
The illegal dereference set of test cases has been divided into two major categories. Several subcategories have also been included. A brief description of the major categories follows:
Lack of initialization. Initial tests conducted were to check for null pointer violations in programs where variables were uninitialized. Test cases included both static and instance reference variables within any kind of executable Java code (i.e. initialization blocks, constructors, methods). Variable initialized but is nullified at arbitrary point There are quite a few ways that an initialized variable may get to point to null. Possibly, it is accidentally aliased by another null variable via parameter passing, or the programmer assigns it directly.
The array bounds testing scheme categorizes the potential errors according to the informal semantics of the error and the distribution of array access usage. We conducted a study on the different ways that arrays are used and we categorized their usage in a number of categories. The vast majority (more than 90%) of the arrays created and used, fall into the categories we present in the following sections. We have identified the following scenarios:
Array initialization scenario. Errors in this category can occur in a variety of ways such as array size is initialized with negative integer (possibly 0), or it is initialized with integer variable the initialization sequence of which leads to negative or 0 value. 0 Array is created and accessed within local scope scenario.
Our approach detects almost all array bounds bugs witbin local scope. In this case, no invariant determination process needed and the detection mechanism can automatically point out any error. Array declared as class or instance variable scenario. In this case, an invariant regarding the size of the array is determined. In this scenario we also need to distinguish a three different cases.
-Array initialized with integer constant and the size remains constant.
-Array initialized with integer constant but the size changes in various constructors.
-Array is initialized with integer variable.
The reduction of the generation of false positives has been set as one of the most important goals of the a p proach. A tool that generates too many false positives will be discarded by software practitioners. In order to demonstrate tool's effectiveness in reducing the generation of false positives we tested it in a number of cases with increased likelihood of generating a false positive:
Guarded use of variables. Both reference variables and array access expressions which ordinarily would have forced the prototype to signal an error, have been placed within conditions which guard the dereference or the array access. In all the experiments the prototype did not indicate a false positive.
Null variables and/or array indices out of bounds have been placed in unexecutable paths. The prctotype tool was intelligent enough to ignore these as potential errors.
Unexecutable paths.
In summary, the early experiments are encouraging. The prototype is still under development and more extensive case studies are planned.
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Future work
Over the past twenty years there have been approaches that intend to verify fully functional correctness of programs. For that purpose, programming languages specifically invented for those approaches or subsets of widely used languages. Examples in this category include AF-FIRM [14), Stanford Pascal Verifier [7] .
Flow control based techniques have been used successfully as part of modern compilers such as Java, to provide early detection of a various anomalies and minimize the number of inconsistencies in the programs. Unfortunately these techniques lack in reasoning capabilities, which are necessary in order to a variety of potential bugs. These kinds of problems are beyond the capabilities of compilers and subsequently are transferred to the runtime environment and manifest themselves as abnormal program terminations.
Proof Our approach most closely resembles the work at DEC. However, there are major differences between ESC and our approach. ESC requires programmers to provide specifications as annotations in order to carry out the analysis while we do not require the presence of any kind of specifications. Also, the abstract form representation, although simple and elegant, it increases the burden of the theorem prover. We incorporate techniques such as symbolic execution and simplification of algebraic expression before and during the proving process, in order to automate it.
The work presented in this paper lays out the foundation of a comprehensive analysis of Java classes. Our work will evolve in two main directions in order to provide: Stronger analysis techniques which will cover more complicated cases within the already defined categories of potential bugs and extension to inter classinter method analysis. Broader coverage of kinds of errors that can be automatically checked. These include but not limited to illegal downcasting, string index out of bounds Each one of the above new challenges will create more complicated candidate theorem to be proved. Our research effort will continue to develop new heuristics, decision prccedures and tactics that will extend the capabilities and empower our theorem prover.
Conclusion
Usually, checking for errors is not one of the first priorities of a software developer. Very often, highest priority is given to meeting unrealistic deadlines by working around the clock rather than making sure that the developed code is free of bugs. As a result, code is released into testing before adequate checking is done. Sometimes errors even escape detection during testing and products are released to customers with a number of bugs hidden in the code. Our approach provides a solution to this problem by focusing on the detection of certain kinds of bugs. The approach and algorithms described in this paper are dealing with the concept of class invariant and based on that, check the implementation of the class. The implication is that for an instance created by any public constructor of the class, any public (thread-safe) method can be invoked in any order. In our work, we address some of the obstacles that prevent formal methods from being widely used in software industry. We make the use of formal methods and thecrem proving completely transparent to the software practitioner. By sacrificing guarantee of absolute correctness and lack of errors, we provide a mechanism to detect an arguably significant number of common errors, that are part of the daily debugging routine of every software practitioner. The prototype tool under development provides the means for measuring the effectiveness and capability of our approach. Early experiments indicate that:
Our approach does not introduce any radical changes in the way software practitioners develop their code The analysis is fully automatic and removes the burden of proof from the software practitioners
We have focused on certain types of anomalies in the source code that can be detected automatically. The key feature which makes our approach practical is its complete automation which entails practicality.
